ABSTRACT Deep learning models often have complicated structures with low computational speed and the requirement of a large amount of storage space, which limits their own practical application on some devices with insufficient computing power. This paper proposes the weight and structure determination neural network aided with double pseudoinversion (WASDNN-DP) that can overcome these shortcomings. First, the model structure, theoretical bases, and the algorithms of WASDNN-DP are given. In the process of constructing the network, the weight matrix between the hidden layer and the output layer is first randomly generated. After the weight matrix between the input layer and the hidden layer is analytically determined, the weight matrix between the hidden layer and the output layer is re-determined by the pseudo-inverse method. Furthermore, in WASDNN-DP, the structure of the neural network is determined by a progressive method. Subsequently, based on two datasets collected from children aged 7-15 years by using smart insoles, the comparative experiments between WASDNN-DP and some other machine learning models are carried out, which illustrate the superiority of the proposed WASDNN-DP in the diagnosis of flat foot.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the continuous improvement of the computing power, deep learning models achieve excellent performance in pattern classification and other fields due to their excellent learning ability [1] - [6] . Deep learning models typically have higher accuracy rate than single-hidden-layer neural networks when the amount of data is large enough, which is practical for enterprises and research institutions with high-performance computing devices [7] - [10] . However, for
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yonghong Peng. ordinary computing devices owned by individuals or small organizations, the slow training process of deep learning models often leads to unacceptable time overhead [11] - [14] . In addition, due to limitations in storage space and computing power, the practical application of deep learning on common devices is almost impossible [15] . On the other hand, the data collection and data labeling process are inconvenient in some fields, resulting in an insufficient number of valid samples. In this case, the deep learning models may have no advantage in accuracy, but it retains the difficulty of adjusting the hyperparameters. However, three-layer neural networks can improve its fitting performance by increasing the number of neurons, thus having lower computational complexity, lower memory usage and fewer parameters need to be tuned manually, compared with deep learning models [15] - [17] . Furthermore, three-layer neural networks can be applied to the smart insole to monitor the foot state in real time, and if the foot type is abnormal, a warning is given, so that timely treatments can be achieved. As a typical threelayer neural network, the backpropagation (BP) neural network converges slowly because it contains a large number of iterative processes [18] . Furthermore, since the gradientbased approach is used to optimize the cost function, the model is prone to fall into local minima [19] . The weight and structure determination (WASD)-based method obtains the weight matrix through the pseudo-inverse method, which reduces the iterative process and is therefore faster than the gradient-based method [18] , [20] . Differing from existing WASD-based methods, in the weight and structure determination neural network aided with double pseudoinversion (WASDNN-DP) proposed in this paper, the weights between the hidden layer and the output layer are first randomly generated, then after the weights between the input layer and the hidden layer are determined by the pseudo-inverse method, the weights between the hidden layer and the output layer are re-determined also by the pseudo-inverse method. Compared with the existing WASD-based neural networks, WASDNN-DP can obtain a more accurate weight matrix and thus performs better in pattern classification.
Medical diagnoses have a major impact on the treatment plan. If the diagnosis is incorrect, the health of the patient may be threatened. In many hospitals, the number of doctors is often insufficient to meet the treatments needs of the patients, and the cumbersomeness of the diagnostic process leads to inefficiencies in relying on humans for diagnoses [1] . In addition, patients often spend a lot of time waiting for treatments, even not able to make an appointment with a suitable doctor, and then treatments may be delayed [21] , [22] . However, if computer-aided diagnosis is widely implemented, the process can be simplified and the efficiency can be increased to provide timely treatments for the patient [23] , [24] . In recent years, machine learning aided diagnostic methods have been applied to the diagnosis of various diseases, and inspiring diagnostic results have been obtained in literature [25] - [30] . The typical process of machine learning assisted medical diagnosis is that the model learns from the dataset and then gives a diagnosis that the specific disease is negative or positive. For foot diseases, 90% of outpatient cases involve flat foot [31] . Flat foot is a foot disease in which the arch of the foot collapses [32] . The diagnostic criteria for flat foot is not standardized by a uniform standard in the literature, but the height of the medial longitudinal arch is an important indicator [33] . The arch forms an elastic connection that greatly reduces the force transmitted to the bone between the knees and the femur [34] . The lack of cushioning often results in greater forces on the feet, ankles, knees, and hip joints, which causes pain in these body parts. In a study involving 835 children, the incidence of flat foot in children aged 3 to 6 years is 44.00% [35] . In [36] , the incidence of flat foot is 11.25% among physiotherapy students aged 18 to 25 years. In the randomized population aged 40 years and older, the prevalence of flat foot is 26.62% [37] . Due to the high incidence of flat foot and the pain it causes, timely diagnosis of flat foot is essential. WASDNN-DP is proposed in this paper to achieve the timely diagnosis of flat feet.
The remainder of this paper is organized into three sections. The structure, theoretical bases, and the algorithms of WASDNN-DP are proposed in Section II. In Section III, based on the flat foot dataset, comparative experiments between the proposed WASDNN-DP model and existing machine learning models are performed. Section IV concludes the paper.
II. STRUCTURE, THEORETICAL BASES, AND ALGORITHMS OF WASDNN-DP
In this section, the structure, algorithms, and theoretical bases of the WASDNN-DP are proposed.
A. STRUCTURE OF WASDNN-DP
As shown in Fig. 1 , the WASDNN-DP consists of three layers: the input layer, the hidden layer, and the output layer, which containñ,k, andm neurons, respectively. The weight v mk between the kth hidden layer neuron and the mth output layer is randomly generated, and then the weight ω kn between the nth input layer neuron and the kth hidden layer neuron is determined by the pseudo-inverse method. Differing from traditional methods, the weights between the hidden layer and the output layer are modified by the pseudo-inverse method. The activation function of the input layer neurons is the linear function; the activation function of the hidden layer neurons is f (·) = arctan(·); the activation function of the output layer neurons is the linear function. The biases of the input layer neurons are 0; the bias θ k of the kth hidden layer neuron is randomly generated; the biases of the output layer neurons are set to 0.
B. WEIGHTS DETERMINATION WITH DOUBLE PSEUDOINVERSION METHOD
For a WASDNN-DP containings samples, the output is formulated as
where 
, with k = 1, 2, · · · ,k, and s = 1, 2, · · · ,s. Initially, the weight matrix V is randomly generated. If f (·) is strictly monotonous, the following can be obtained:
where V † is the pseudo-inverse matrix of V . We further obtain the optimal weights between the input layer and hidden layer as follows:ˆ
where X † is the pseudo-inverse matrix of X .ˆ can be considered as the least squares solution of X ˆ = (f −1 (V † A)+ ) . After using V and to obtainˆ , the pseudo-inverse method can be used again to obtain a more appropriate weight matrixV :V
The process of determining the weight matrixes is shown in Fig. 2 . 
C. STRUCTURE DETERMINATION
The structure of the WASDNN-DP is determined by a progressive method. During the training process, temporary weight matrixes of the neural network with a new neuron added is obtained. In the validation process, the number of neurons is determined according to the variation trend of the value of loss function for the validation data. In this paper, the cost function given below is used to evaluate the performance of the neural network:
with y ms being the actual value of the mth output attribute of the sth sample [38] . The smaller γ is, the closer the output of neural network is to the actual value. Within a certain range, the greater the number of hidden layer neurons is, the better the neural network fits the training data, however, too many neurons may cause overfitting, which means that the neural network can well approximate the data of the training set, but the network performs poorly on the test set [39] . It is important to determine the optimal number of hidden layer neurons to balance performance between the training set and test set. The progressive method is used to determine the structure of the WASDNN-DP, and the steps of the method are as follows: 1) Initialize the minimum value of cost function γ min to ∞.
2) Gradually increase the hidden-layer neurons and then calculate the cost function γ temp of the temporary neural network after increasing the neurons.
3) If the temporary cost function value γ temp is smaller than the minimum cost function value γ min obtained previously, assign γ temp to γ min , and the parameters of the temporary neural network are assigned to the parameters of the final neural network. 4) If γ temp > γ min , continue to increase neurons K times.
If the value of the cost function γ temp becomes smaller in these K attempts, repeat 1) and 2).
III. CLASSIFICATION EXPERIMENTS BASED ON FLAT FOOT DATASET
With the aid of smart insoles, we collected dynamic data from the a group of children aged 7 to 15 years. The original data are analyzed by using FreeStep software, and then the foot data (such as, momentum and pressure) of the left foot and right foot are obtained. In addition, the diagnosis of flat foot is performed by human experts in the process of building dataset. There are some missing values in the original dataset, therefore the samples corresponding to these values are deleted. After the process of data cleanup, two datasets are obtained, each containing 82 input attributes and one output attribute. If the value of the output attribute is 0, it means that the foot of the object is not flat. If the value of the output attribute is 1, it means that the object is a flat foot patient. The number of samples in the left-foot dataset is 306, and the number of samples in the right-foot dataset is 305.
The comparative experiments are carried out on MATLAB R2018a, and the computing device used in the experiments is a personal computer equipped with the Intel Core i7 − 8700 processor and an 8GB memory.
Comparative experiments of WASDNN-DP with other models are performed on flat foot dataset. For the left foot dataset and the right foot dataset, 50% of the samples are selected as the training set, 20% of the samples are used as [18] , BPNN [40] , LRN [41] , NARX [42] , DTDNN [43] , cascade neural network [44] , [45] , MLP [46] on flat foot dataset (left foot).
TABLE 2.
Comparisons of classification accuracy rates among WASDNN-DP, SOCPNN [18] , BPNN [40] , LRN [41] , NARX [42] , DTDNN [43] , cascade neural network [44] , [45] , MLP [46] on flat foot dataset (right foot).
the validation set, and the remaining 30% are used as the test set. In this paper, the following models are used for comparison: WASDNN-DP, single-output Chebyshev-polynomial feedforward neural network (SOCPNN) [18] , back propagation neural network (BPNN) [40] , layer-recurrent network (LRN) [41] , nonlinear auto regressive with exogenous inputs (NARX) [42] , distributed time-delay neural network (DTDNN) [43] , Cascade neural network [44] , [45] , multilayer perceptron (MLP) [46] . All models are executed on the same dataset with the same partition. There are some models that may produce different output results each time, and therefore for each of these models, the experiment is performed 100 times, and then the average of the 100 results is taken as the final result of each model. As shown in Table 1  and Table 2 , for the left foot, the training accuracy rates of all models are between 70.59% and 95.42%, and the test accuracy rates are between 65.22% and 82.61%; for the right foot, the training accuracy rates of all models are between 75.16% and 99.34%, and the test accuracy rates are between 67.03% and 84.62%. To evaluate the performance of each model, performance array are introduced. Each performance array consists of two elements, the first of which is defined as the model's ranking according to test accuracy rate, and the second is defined as the ranking of the model according to training accuracy rate. As can be seen from the performance array, WASDNN-DP has higher training accuracy rate and test accuracy rate than other existing models on flat foot dataset. The training accuracy rate and test accuracy rate of WASDNN-DP for the left foot are 95.42% and 82.61%, respectively; the training accuracy rate and test accuracy rate of WASDNN-DP for the right foot are 99.34% and 84.62%, respectively. The training, validation, and test classification results of the left foot data set are shown in Figs. 3, 4 , and 5, respectively. The classification results of the right foot data set are shown in Fig. 6 through Fig. 8 . In summary, comparative experiments show that WASDNN-DP has high training and test accuracy rate on flat foot dataset. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, WASDNN-DP has been proposed, and its model structure, theoretical bases, and algorithms have been given. Due to its compact structure, WASDNN-DP runs fast and requires little storage space. In addition, since finding the optimal weight matrix is converted into solving the least squares solution problem, the iterative process of the gradient-based method is avoided. In WASDNN-DP, the weight matrix between the hidden layer and the output layer is randomly generated first. The weight matrix between the input layer and the hidden layer is then analytically determined. Next, the weight matrix between the hidden layer and the output layer is updated by the pseudo-inverse method. The structure of the neural network is determined by a progressive approach. Flat foot dataset has been collected by smart insoles in a group of 7 to 15 years old children. Based on this dataset, comparative experiments between WASDNN-DP and other existing machine learning models have been conducted. On the flat foot dataset, the test accuracy rates of WASDNN-DP are 82.61% and 84.62% for the left foot dataset and the right foot dataset respectively; the training accuracy rates are 95.42% and 99.34% for the left foot dataset and the right foot dataset, respectively. Comparative experiments demonstrate the superiority of the proposed WASDNN-DP model. MEI LIU received the B.E. degree in communication engineering from Yantai University, Yantai, China, in 2011, and the M.E. degree in pattern recognition and intelligent system from Sun Yatsen University, Guangzhou, China, in 2014. She is currently a Teacher with the School of Information Science and Engineering, Lanzhou University, Lanzhou, China. Before joining Lanzhou University, in 2017, she was a Lecturer with the College of Physics, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, Jishou University, Jishou, China. Her main research interests include neural networks, computation, and optimization. VOLUME 7, 2019 
